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Abstract
By recording neural activity directly from the human brain, researchers gain unprecedented insight
into how neurocognitive processes unfold in real time. We first briefly discuss how intracranial
electroencephalography (iEEG) recordings, performed for clinical practice, are used to study
human cognition with the spatiotemporal and single-trial precision traditionally limited to
non-human animal research. We then delineate how studies using iEEG have informed our
understanding of issues fundamental to human cognition: auditory prediction, working and
episodic memory, and internal cognition. We also discuss the potential of iEEG to infer causality
through the manipulation or ‘engineering’ of neurocognitive processes via spatiotemporally precise
electrical stimulation. We close by highlighting limitations of iEEG, potential of burgeoning
techniques to further increase spatiotemporal precision, and implications for future research using
intracranial approaches to understand, restore, and enhance human cognition.

1. Introduction to intracranial recording

The last decade has witnessed dramatic growth
in the application of intracranial electroencephal-
ography (iEEG)—that is, electrical activity recor-
ded directly from the brains of awake, behaving
humans—to address outstanding questions in the
study of human cognition (figure 1(a)). These elec-
trodes are implanted during surgery for clinical mon-
itoring, usually to identify and/or prepare for resec-
tion of a focal epileptic source. Electrodes are placed
subdurally in grids or strips to sample the cortex, as in
electrocorticography (ECoG; figure 1(b)), and/or ste-
reotactically into deeper structures to target the hip-
pocampus and other subcortical regions (sEEG; fig-
ures 1(c), (d)). With inter-electrode spacing generally
between 4–10mmand sampling rates of 500–10 kHz,
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macroelectrode ECoG/sEEG data afford both milli-
meter spatial precision andmillisecond temporal pre-
cision.

Approximately 1% of the human population is
affected with epilepsy, and surgical management is
recommended for medication-resistant patients to
minimize the risks of neural dysfunction and pre-
mature death [2]. Although obtaining data from
neurosurgical patients is not without logistical chal-
lenges [3], data are reliably collected during a range
of experimentally controlled tasks. With appropri-
ate cleaning to remove pathologic data related to
seizures (e.g. data from channels in the seizure onset
zone, epochs containing epileptic activity), ECo-
G/sEEG data represent healthy neural activity [4].
Further, direct access to the brain circumvents the low
signal-to-noise ratio issue of noninvasive scalp EEG.
Without the skull, skin, hair, or distance between
electrodes and the brain, ECoG/sEEG data offer
single-trial reliability [5] and the resolution needed
to measure spectral activity at both low and high
frequencies. Of note, high-frequency activity (HFA;
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Figure 1. Intracranial research. (a) Number of publications in PubMed using the search terms ‘iEEG’ or ‘ECoG’ or ‘sEEG’ and
‘human cognition,’ 1971–2019. (b) Representative patient with right-hemisphere ECoG. Electrodes are shown on the lateral view
and partial rendition of the ventral view. Red circles depict electrodes. (c) Representative patient with bilateral sEEG, same
conventions as (b). (d) Schematic of sEEG targeting the hippocampus (CA1), same conventions as (b). A, anterior; P, posterior.
Adapted from [1].

measured over a broadband frequency range between
70 and 300 Hz) tracks population-level neuronal fir-
ing [6–9] and blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD)
responses in cortical [10–12] and subcortical [13]
regions. ECoG/sEEG data thus afford the spatiotem-
poral precision and signal-to-noise ratio usually lim-
ited to studies of animal models.

In this review, we highlight insights obtained
from studies using macroelectrode ECoG and sEEG
to study fundamental higher-order cognitive pro-
cesses in humans, from the perception of external
stimuli to internally oriented thinking in the absence
of external cues. We utilize three topics to show-
case how iEEG has expanded our understanding of
human cognition beyond what has been possible
with noninvasive neuroimaging approaches. Section
2 covers auditory perception and prediction, sec-
tion 3 covers working and episodic memory, and
section 4 covers internal cognition. In section 5,
we close with a discussion of the use of intracra-
nial electrical brain stimulation (iES) as a tool to
engineer the brain and infer the causality of a brain
region and/or function to a specific cognitive pro-
cess. In the concluding remarks, we discuss limita-
tions of iEEG, with focus on the compromise between
high spatiotemporal precision and sparse brain cov-
erage, and describe research using burgeoning intra-
cranial approaches (e.g. microelectrode neuronal
recording) to gain further insights into human
cognition.

2. Auditory regularity detection and
predictions

In our daily lives, we are exposed to sensory events
that very often follow repetitive rules. Thanks to these
rules, we are able to anticipate future events, which are
potentially beneficial, or dangerous and harmful to
our lives, before they occur [14]. Predictive mechan-
isms are embedded as inherent properties andmicro-
circuits of the cortex [15], as well as in intrinsic con-
nectivity across brain regions, which typically sup-
ports a hierarchical organization [15]. This organiz-
ation comprises cortical areas that are ‘low’ in a cor-
tical hierarchy (i.e. sensory cortices) and ‘higher’ in
the hierarchy (prefrontal cortex [PFC]), which main-
tain a generative model of the environment. Inform-
ation flow from ‘high’ to ‘low’ areas is facilitated by
feedback connections, carrying predictions about the
state of the world [16], and by their inverse, feed-
forward connections, carrying prediction error sig-
nals (i.e. mismatch between predicted and received
information), which may result in a model update
[14].

One prevalent experimental model for study-
ing how we detect environmental rules and form
predictions is through deviance paradigms in the
auditory modality [17]. In the simplest case of devi-
ance paradigms, a rule is built by repeatedly present-
ing the same auditory stimulus (standard) at regu-
lar intervals. This rule can be occasionally violated
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by replacing the standard with a different (deviant)
stimulus. In the auditory modality, neural responses
to deviant minus standard sounds reflect a typical
scalp EEG event-related potential (ERP) compon-
ent, the so-calledmismatch negativity (MMN),which
appears as a negative deflection that onsets at around
120 ms over fronto-central electrodes [18].

Initial attempts aiming to localize the neural ori-
gin of the MMN component combined scalp EEG
with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
These studies, based on noninvasive recordings, iden-
tified two distinct sources: the first is a bilateral source
in the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and the second
is a source in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)
[19]. Since the discovery of these sources, several non-
invasive EEG studies have capitalized on recordings
from STG and IFG, and have built upon STG-IFG
interactions to test theories of deviance processing
[20–22]. Although noninvasive EEG studies corrob-
orated previous findings by implicating STG and IFG
in deviance detection, it was the examination of devi-
ance processing using iEEG that markedly advanced
our understanding of the neural underpinnings of
this cognitive process. In particular, early iEEG stud-
ies hinted at the existence of a distributed network
underlying the detection of deviant events, includ-
ing not only temporal and frontal regions, but also
posterior cingulate and parietal lobe [23], hippocam-
pus and amygdala [24]. Despite these early intriguing
findings, subsequent studies continued to focus on
testing claims from scalp EEG studies, and confirmed
that temporal and frontal areas underlie detection
of deviant events using intracranial ERPs (typically
measured between 1 and 20 Hz) [25].

Some of the questions on the regularity detection
network that iEEG recordings aim to answer are:

(a) Does regularity detection rely on a two-node
prefrontal-auditory cortex system or a more
widespread network?

(b) What is the specific contribution of eachnode in
this network and how is information flow estab-
lished?

(c) How is activity within this network modulated
by external factors (i.e. relating to task structure,
such as predictability and sequence complexity)
and internal factors (relating to the state of par-
ticipants, such as attention or consciousness)?

2.1. Regularity detection network
Rosburg and colleagues recorded iEEG from a large
cohort of 29 patients and reported evidence of tem-
poral sources ofMMN, which were located in distrib-
uted regions of temporal cortex across patients [25].
However, few patients exhibited deviance responses
in frontal electrodes, providing only a tentative
confirmation of deviance detection mechanisms in
frontal cortex. The involvement of temporal cor-
tex in deviance detection was confirmed by another

study, examining both ERPs and HFA [26]. This
study revealed that the superior temporal plane is
the core generator of the N1 scalp ERP compon-
ent, responding to sounds, with posterior Sylvian fis-
sure regions also being sensitive to deviance, but it
did not provide reliable evidence for frontal devi-
ance detection. Deviance responses in temporal cor-
tex were elicited in the form of both ERPs and
HFA, at latencies typically reported for scalp audit-
ory components (figure 2(a)). More recently, Phil-
lips and colleagues provided evidence for STG and
IFG sources, both with iEEG and magnetoenceph-
alography (MEG) recordings, supporting the view
that a two-node circuit underlies deviance detection
[16]. Interestingly, both techniques showed bidirec-
tional connections between STG and IFG, suggestive
of feedforward and feedback connections during pro-
cessing of deviant events.

Apart from confirming the neural generators of
scalp-level MMN, the use of iEEG has provided valu-
able insight about other locations that are sensitive
to deviance detection and would otherwise remain
unknown. Recent studies that capitalized on wide-
spread electrode coverage have added new key regions
in the deviance detection network [29] supporting
a more distributed network of deviance processing.
For example, Blenkmann and colleagues reported
a strong deviance response in HFA in the human
insula [29]. Importantly, these authors contrasted
insular responseswith responses from temporal areas,
including STG and superior temporal sulcus (STS).
Both areas showed earlier auditory responses com-
pared to insula [29], suggesting a temporal hierarchy
in the network of deviance detection. The full extent
of the deviance network, and how each node therein
is manipulated by different features of deviant sounds
or levels of attention, remains to be explored in future
iEEG studies.

2.2. Regularity detection over multiple timescales
Apart from assessing detection of auditory regularit-
ies at the level of single sounds, several groups have
investigated auditory regularity detection over mul-
tiple timescales. A prevalent paradigm is the local-
global paradigm, which contains embedded auditory
regularities, formed by repetitions of single sounds
(local) or groups (global) of sounds [30, 31]. Early
studies using this paradigm claimed that a wide-
spread network of brain regions is sensitive to viol-
ations of global rules, whereas a focal network is
sensitive to violations of local rules [32]. Contrary
to this initial evidence, further studies introduced a
more systematic use of iEEG, including larger patient
cohorts and more extensive coverage, and showed
strong spatial overlap in regions that respond to viola-
tions of both local and global rules [30, 31]. This spa-
tial overlap suggests that common mechanisms give
rise to regularity detection over multiple timescales.
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Figure 2. Auditory deviance detection and predictions. (a) Time-frequency analysis for an exemplar temporal electrode in
response to standard (STAs) and deviant (DEVs) sounds, and a control condition of deviant sounds presented without any
standards (DAs). An increase in power in response to standard and deviant sounds was observed for frequencies bellow 40 Hz and
as early as 100 ms post-sound onset, with deviant sounds eliciting a stronger response than standard ones. Deviant sounds elicited
an additional high-frequency response, between 40 and 160 Hz, between 35 and 350 ms. Adapted from [26]. (b) Deviance and
predictability effects for frontal and temporal cortices. Temporal regions show deviance effects both for ERPs and HFA (bottom
and top plots, respectively), but no interaction between deviance and predictability (shaded bars on top of each plot). By contrast,
frontal areas show an interaction between deviance and predictability for HFA, suggesting sensitivity to auditory predictions.
Adapted from [27]. (c) HFA in STG in response to auditory stimuli (full lines), or auditory stimuli that had a single phoneme
replaced by noise (dashed lines). Responses between 100 and 200 ms post-stimulus onset to the noise stimuli resemble the
responses to the original stimuli according to which they were perceived. RI (bottom plot) quantifies the relative distance between
noise and original stimuli. Adapted from [28].

In particular, one study showed evidence for both
local and global deviance responses in in STG and
STS [30]. The authors also found that local devi-
ance detection manifested at earlier latencies and in
more widespread electrodes compared to global devi-
ance detection. Interestingly, the global effect, but not
the local one, was found in a subset of frontal elec-
trodes, as indexed by ERPs and HFA. More recently,
Nourski and colleagues reported a remarkable spa-
tial overlap in temporal regions exhibiting both local
and global effects [31]. This study extended previous
findings [30] by reporting local effects in frontal elec-
trodes in ERPs, but not HFA, while global effects in
frontal electrodes were observed in both measures.
Importantly, both local and global effects showed a
hierarchical activation of brain regions, starting from
core primary auditory areas, and progressing to non-
core auditory and peripheral regions, including STG
and PFC. Latencies for the local effect were on aver-
age shorter than for the global effect. Taken together,
these studies challenge early views about the local
effect recruiting a very focal network and the global
effect relying on a widespread one [32]. Instead, they
suggest that a common network is sensitive to viola-
tions of multi-scale auditory regularities, but at dif-
ferent latencies.

An important consideration regarding the detec-
tion of auditory regularities is the role of attention
and conscious access to the environment. There is a
plethora of evidence showing that, although regular-
ity detection is modulated by attention, it can take
place in an automatic way, even when attention is
distracted, and in some cases even when conscious
access to the environment is impaired [17]. The role
of attention and conscious perception is particularly
crucial for the local-global paradigm, as the presence
of a global deviance response has been proposed as a
marker of conscious perception and active attention
[32].

An iEEG study challenged this view by examining
how local and global deviance detection are affected
by propofol-induced anesthesia and loss of con-
sciousness [33]. In this study, local deviance detec-
tion effects were diminished but still present across
all recorded regions during sedation, and were even-
tually restricted to auditory areas only (core and non-
core) upon loss of consciousness. Frontal regions
were the most sensitive to sedation, as they were first
to show suppression of the local effect. This study
reported that the spatial extent of the global effect
was substantially suppressed in a sedated state during
which some patients were still responsive, indicating
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that the loss of a global response is not directly linked
to loss of consciousness [33].

In summary, local and global deviance effects
manifest over a wide-spread network of brain regions
and are modulated by the loss of consciousness. By
providing increased signal-to-noise ratio and spa-
tial sensitivity, intracranial recordings suggest that
there is not a one-to-one correspondence between
their presence/absence and consciousness. Although
intriguing at first, the view that an automatic cir-
cuit that operates without explicit attention or con-
sciousness underlies deviance detection overmultiple
scales is hardly surprising. Non-human animal elec-
trophysiology and human EEG studies have shown
evidence of automatic adaptation to auditory events
over long timescales in anesthetized brains [34], evid-
ence of implicit tracking of long auditory sequences to
conditions of distracted attention [35], as well as the
presence of a global effect in patients in a coma and
under sedation [36]. Future iEEG studies can exam-
ine the limits in the automaticity of this circuit by
employing experimental designs inducing regularit-
ies over longer timescales in combination with atten-
tional and consciousness manipulations.

2.3. From regularity detection to auditory
predictions
Deviance detection paradigms provide an indirect
insight into the formation of auditory predictions.
The underlying assumption is that, in order for a devi-
ant event to be detected as such at a neural level, there
must be first an identification of a standard event, and
thus a low-level prediction. In other words, if we are
exposed to the same stimulus multiple times, we can
‘predict’ that the next stimulus will be of the same
type.

A typical paradigm for studying predictive pro-
cesses is the omission response paradigm, in which
a sequence is established by repeating a series of
sounds, while some sounds are intermittently omit-
ted and replaced by a silent period [37, 38]. Early
studies showed that temporal electrodes respond not
only to sounds, but also to their omissions [37]. In
addition, these studies reported a subset of recording
sites exhibiting selective omission responses, that is,
responses to omitted but not presented sounds, sug-
gesting an implicit predictive mechanism [37]. More
recently, Fonken and colleagues replicated these find-
ings using syllable stimuli, and showed that a subset
of syllable-responsive electrodes in STG and STS also
respond to their omissions [38]. Interestingly, they
also found that a subset of STG electrodes showed
omission but not auditory responses, indicative of
distinct STG sites that selectively represent predictive
processes.

Importantly, Hughes and colleagues constructed
predictability by repeating streams of identical sounds
[37], and Fonken and colleagues by repeating fixed
sequences of three different syllables (‘La/Ba/Ga’)

[38]. This implies that omission responses are not due
to a release from sensory adaptation that is induced by
repeated presentation of the same stimulus, but rather
by a prediction built over groups of sounds. Nev-
ertheless, Fonken and colleagues could not decode
the identity of omitted sounds from HFA, suggesting
that omission responses in temporal regionsmight be
related to temporal predictions, and not to identity-
specific predictions. This finding challenges evidence
from past studies relying on scalp EEG [39] or fMRI
[40], which showed that frequency-specific informa-
tion can be decoded from omitted sounds from ERPs
or hemodynamic responses in temporal brain areas.
Future studies should investigate which features of
omitted stimuli aremapped onto omission responses,
and at which level of sensory information processing.

A variation of the classic deviance detection
paradigm used for studying auditory predictions
involves presenting deviant sounds at temporally pre-
dictable or unpredictable latencies [27, 41]. In one of
the first of these studies, Dürschmid and colleagues
examined how ERPs andHFA aremodulated by devi-
ance and predictability [27, 41]. They provided com-
pelling evidence for a hierarchy of auditory predic-
tions, with temporal areas being sensitive to whether
a sound is a standard or deviant (i.e. low-level predic-
tion), but agnostic to larger scale statistics (whether a
deviant sound is presented in a temporally predictable
way; figure 2(b)). Interestingly, frontal areas, mainly
in the lateral region, showed additional HFA sensitiv-
ity to larger scale predictions [27], supporting a hier-
archy of sensory predictions. In a subsequent study,
they examined the role of frontal cortex in generat-
ing prediction error signals [41]. This study repor-
ted a decrease in HFA amplitude in frontal cortex
before the onset of an expected compared to unex-
pected deviant sound, which was sensitive to the like-
lihood of deviance occurrence [41]. One limitation of
this paradigm is that the predictability manipulation
in the deviant sounds was binary, that is, their occur-
rence could be predicted with 100% certainty or be
relatively unpredictable, while still obeying the over-
all statistics of the task. This means that although the
precise moment of deviant sound occurrence is not
known, deviant sounds still occur in 20% of the trials
across the task.

More recent studies have tested probabilistic pre-
dictions, in terms of stimulus timing and iden-
tity [42]. The authors of [42] used a probabilistic
paradigm inducing associations between pictures and
spoken syllables, while manipulating the temporal
precision of predictions and the identity of target
stimuli. They found that ERPs in STG were sensit-
ive to interactions between temporal and identity-
based predictions at early latencies. Interestingly,
responses in rostral middle frontal gyrus were modu-
lated by temporal predictions (i.e. when an expected
sound will occur) at early and late latencies, whereas
responses in inferior frontal gyrus were modulated
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by identity-based predictions (i.e. which sound will
occur) only at late latencies.

2.4. Regularities and predictions using naturalistic
paradigms
Although most of the aforementioned studies
employed non-naturalistic stimuli such as pure tones,
iEEG correlates of predictive processes have also been
studied using more ecologically valid paradigms.
These paradigms include the learning of new gram-
mar rules [43], predictive processes facilitating speech
comprehension [28, 44], or processing of semantic
information [45].

One study created a grammar containing trans-
ition rules among pseudo-words, and tested percep-
tion of sequences that were consistent with rules
from this grammar, compared to rule violations [43].
HFA within primary auditory cortex (i.e. Heschl’s
gyrus) was sensitive to the artificial grammar rules,
as indexed by higher amplitude and inter-trial coher-
ence for violations of established rules. Importantly,
neural oscillations in primary auditory areas also
showed low-frequency (3–5 Hz) phase to HFA coup-
ling, paralleling findings in monkeys, suggesting a
cross-species signature for rule learning.

In the case of speech, predictive processes have
been assumed to be at play for filling-in phenom-
ena, which involve subconsciously restoring missing
parts of incoming sensory stimuli. Leonard and col-
leagues presented patients with sentences contain-
ing some words where one phoneme was replaced
by noise, inducing a perceptual illusion, so that par-
ticipants would perceive one word in some trials
and another in other trials, despite identical acous-
tic features [28]. They showed that modulations of
HFA in STG reflected which of the two words par-
ticipants would perceive (figure 2(c)). Indeed, HFA
responses to noise stimuli resembled HFA responses
to the actual word that participants reported hear-
ing. Similarly, investigators have used speech (here,
spoken words embedded in noise) to study how
experience affects neural responses to ambiguous
acoustical stimuli [44]. Patients were presented with
degraded speech twice, before and after being presen-
ted with a non-degraded sentence in its original
form. Having heard the original spoken words facil-
itates comprehension, which is indexed by a percep-
tual enhancement of the degraded sound during its
second presentation. This robust perceptual enhance-
ment was linked to increased HFA within STG and
greater similarity to the actual sentence, due to a shift
in spectrotemporal tuning within STG.

Apart from sensory cortices, predictive traces dur-
ing perception of naturalistic stimuli have also been
found in the hippocampus. In a recent sentence pro-
cessing study, Jafarpour and colleagues showed a pre-
activation hippocampal pattern in anticipation of a
subsequent word that would complete a sentence
[45]. HFA was modulated by the predictability of the

subsequent word, such that the hippocampus only
showed increased activity in cases where the last word
of a sentence could be easily predicted at a semantic
level.

Taken together, these results suggest that pre-
dictive processes exist in the auditory modality, as
shown using both artificial (e.g. relying on repetitions
of short auditory stimuli) and naturalistic (speech)
paradigms, and can facilitate perception and beha-
vior. At an anatomical level, predictive circuits extend
beyond primary and non-primary auditory regions
to include PFC and hippocampus.

2.5. Conclusions
In summary, iEEG recordings have been used in
the field of auditory regularity detection and predic-
tions to: (a) confirm the location of primary sources
underlying detection of deviant events; (b) expand
the network of regions implicated in deviance detec-
tion; (c) provide a mechanistic understanding of
oscillatory activity and cross-regional communica-
tion within this network; and (d) increase sensitiv-
ity on the spatial extent and existence of auditory
responses. These insights challenge existing theories
of regularity detection and lead to new hypotheses on
this fundamental cognitive ability.

Despite progress in understanding the regular-
ity detection network, several open questions remain.
First, more evidence is needed to elucidate the role of
distinct frequency sub-bands in supporting sensory
predictions. A prevalent view in the field of predict-
ive processing is that feedforward connections may
be supported by HFA, mostly prevalent in superficial
layers of the cortex, and feedback by low-frequency
activity originating from deeper layers [46]. Future
studies could investigate the direction of informa-
tion flow within the auditory predictive network to
provide a detailed characterization of the frequency
bands and cortical layers that support the generation
of predictions and prediction errors.

Second, despite ample evidence expanding the
network of sensory predictions beyond two nodes,
the specific contributions of each node to an exten-
ded network remain unclear. In the future, iEEG
recordings may investigate which parts of this exten-
ded network operate in an ‘automatic’ way, irre-
spective of attention or consciousness, and which
parts depend on our conscious perception of environ-
mental regularities. Third, future iEEG studies could
move towards paradigms that directly relate to real-
life applications to examine how, for example, sens-
ory predictions facilitate behavior, or support speech
comprehension and communication.

3. Working and episodic memory

Our ability to think flexibly and update our
autobiographies as we amass experiences from
childhood through adulthood depend on memory.
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Episodic memory refers to the conscious formation
and retrieval of memories of specific past events
[47]. Working memory provides the neurocognitive
horsepower that allows us to maintain and manip-
ulate information relevant to current goals [48]. It
is critical to higher-level cognitive functions, includ-
ing the formation and retrieval of episodic memor-
ies. Working memory is limited in capacity to the
‘magical number 7’ for maintenance of single items
(e.g. digits in a phone number) [49] or as few as
~4 items considering the practical complexities of
information being maintained and manipulated in
everyday life [50]. Although episodic memory is lim-
itless in capacity [51], the limits of working memory
constrain the amount of information that can be
encoded into or retrieved from long-term memory
stores at one time [52]. Neural processes of working
memory and episodicmemory encoding and retrieval
may thus be inextricably linked.

In this section, we review the contributions of
intracranial recordings to understanding how work-
ing and episodic memory processes are implemented
in the human brain. Studies leveraging the spatiotem-
poral and single-trial precision of iEEG have posed
the following overarching questions:

(a) How are brain regions such as the hippocam-
pus, known to be critical to episodic memory,
involved in working memory?

(b) What are the neural mechanisms supporting
information encoding into memory?

(c) What are the roles of different frequencies in
different mnemonic processes?

3.1. Working memory
Many iEEG studies of working memory have tested
the accumulation of representations in mnemonic
stores by tracking time-resolved neural responses
to visual stimuli (e.g. letters, faces) presented in
sequence. Howard and colleagues discovered that
broadband gamma activity (typically measured
between 30 and 100 Hz, partially overlapping with
HFA), tracked working memory load, increasing in
power across lateral prefrontal and temporal cortices
with the presentation of each successive letter in a
sequence [53]. This effect was replicated and fur-
ther localized to brain regions associated with the
rehearsal of verbal information, including lateral pre-
frontal, temporal, pre- and post-central cortices, and
the hippocampus [54] (figure 3(a)). vanVugt and col-
leagues found that broadband gamma power in lat-
eral PFC and hippocampus tracked working memory
load for both letters and faces, revealing direct evid-
ence that activity within these regions tracked load
regardless of the type of visual stimulus [55]. These
findings also show that working memory recruits
medial temporal lobe (MTL, including the hippo-
campus), a brain region traditionally associated with
episodic memory [56].

Studies of hippocampal ERPs support the role of
MTL in working memory. Axmacher and colleagues
observed that negative potentials in MTL became
incrementally more negative with the presentation of
each letter in a sequence [59, 60]. Importantly, this
ERP pattern was observed concurrent with increased
broadband gamma power, and consistent with fMRI
data showing increased BOLD responses during a
working memory task in an independent sample,
demonstrating MTL recruitment. Negative polarity
hippocampal ERPs have also been shown to predict
behavioral response times (RT) and accuracy [61,
62]. These findings link MTL directly to behavioral
outputs, solidifying its recruitment during working
memory when probed with the spatiotemporal pre-
cision of iEEG.

To further examine the relationship between
broadband spectral activity and BOLD responses
in working memory, Khursheed and colleagues
obtained both ECoG and fMRI data from the same
neurosurgical patients [63]. They found that broad-
band gamma and HFA (30–200 Hz) correlated with
BOLD responses in lateral PFC and posterior pari-
etal cortex (PPC) during the post-stimulus delay
phase. In a task designed not to tax working memory
capacity, Noy and colleagues found that the encod-
ing and maintenance of face stimuli were associ-
ated with transient HFA responses in task-relevant
visual andmotor preparatory cortices (e.g. precentral
gyrus) [64]. Kambara and colleagues localized HFA
responses during the maintenance of four- versus
two-letter sequences to the precentral gyrus [65],
pointing to a role for this region in working memory.
The subsequent matching of target letters to main-
tained sequences recruited PFC and PPC, thus show-
ing that maintenance in precentral gyrus precedes
control in PFC and PPC.

In the same ECoG-fMRI study, Khursheed and
colleagues found that activity in the theta band (4–
8 Hz) was inversely correlated with BOLD responses
[63]. However, mounting evidence from intracra-
nial research indicates that theta oscillations coordin-
ate working memory representations. Indeed, neural
oscillations provide optimal windows for excitability
[66], and theta oscillations support neuronal com-
putations underlying processes of information bind-
ing in mammalian MTL [67]. Raghavachari and col-
leagues discovered that theta activity at distributed
temporal, parietal, and occipital sites tracked the tem-
poral evolution of a working memory trial, with
increased power from the onset of the first stimulus
through much of the delay phase and then decreased
power immediately prior to the response [68, 69].
This pattern of decreased theta evidences anticipation
of a behavioral output, reflecting predictive behavi-
oral control processes.

Two later studies revealed an inverse relation-
ship between PFC theta power and working memory
load. Meltzer and colleagues observed increased
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Figure 3.Working memory. (a) Broadband gamma activity (here, 50–150 Hz) increases with working memory load at recording
sites in Broca’s area, a sub-region of PFC involved in speech production. Gamma increases steadily across the sequence of letters to
memorize (green), with rapid increases at the onset of the target letters, and again with verbal response. Adapted from [54]. (b)
Decreased oscillatory activity (an index of synchronization; blue line) within the cortex allows individual neurons (blue dots) to
fire more freely and create a more flexible neural code for encoding information. Adapted from [57]. (c) Theta-gamma
cross-frequency coupling increases with working memory load in the hippocampus. Adapted from [58].

gamma concomitant with decreased theta-alpha (5–
13 Hz) power during the post-stimulus delay phase
throughout lateral cortical sites [70]. The difference
between gamma and theta-alpha power was mag-
nified following presentation of four items (digits)
compared to one item, linking widespread theta-
alpha desynchronization to load. Brzezicka and col-
leagues further showed that theta power in lateral
PFC decreased incrementally with the successive
presentation of each picture in a sequence, whereas
the opposite was true for the hippocampus and
anterior cingulate cortex [71]. These dual observa-
tions support a ‘synchronization-desynchronization
framework’ [72]. According to this framework, these
seemingly contradictory observations may reflect
a division of labor between cortical sites (includ-
ing PFC), which encode incoming information,
and the hippocampus, which binds information
to create mnemonic representations. Information
encoding is most effective when cortical oscilla-
tions are not overly synchronized, that is, under
conditions of low-frequency desynchronization
(figure 3(b)). In contrast, maintenance of mul-
tiple pieces of information should be maximal
when theta oscillations are synchronized within the
hippocampus.

Four studies used sEEG to target the human hip-
pocampus (see figure 1(d)) and investigate the role of
cross-frequency theta-gamma coupling as a mechan-
ism for maintaining information in memory stores.
Axmacher and colleagues observed that maintenance
of multiple items (faces) elicited theta-gamma coup-
ling, which increased with working memory load
[58] (figure 3(c)) and predicted individual work-
ing memory capacity [73, 74]. By manipulating the
type of information being represented in working
memory, holding load constant, our group further
showed that cross-frequency coupling supported sim-
ultaneous, bidirectional interactions between MTL
and PFC [75]. Without any differences in power, we
found that MTL theta oscillations directed broad-
band gamma activity in PFC during the processing
of spatial and temporal contexts, suggesting trans-
fer of mnemonic representations from MTL. In
contrast, PFC theta oscillations directed broadband
gamma activity in MTL regardless of information
type, reflecting control. Other studies have shown
that patterns of cross-frequency coupling vary across
the cortex in tasks including but not limited to work-
ing memory, illuminating the functional significance
of coordination across temporal scales in distributed
brain regions [76–78].
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Finally, three studies tested directly whether
neural oscillations coordinate activity between dif-
ferent brain regions during working memory. Our
group tracked the evolution of functional connectiv-
ity between PFC and MTL and PPC during work-
ing memory for different types of information. We
observed that maintenance of pairs of shapes was
linked to unidirectional connectivity in the theta band
from PPC to PFC [79] and PFC to MTL [75], point-
ing to a large-scale theta circuit from PPC to PFC to
MTL.Critically, presentation of the test cue to retrieve
specific representations fromworking memory stores
changed this circuit from unidirectional to bidirec-
tional. In a task of working memory for faces, Zhang
and colleagues found that the strength of MTL-PFC
connectivity likewise shifted with task demands in
the theta band, but not in the alpha or beta band
[80]. Together, these findings implicate theta mech-
anisms for information transmission and global net-
work control over mnemonic representations.

3.2. Memory encoding
Many iEEG studies of episodic memory encoding
have employed the subsequent memory approach,
which has been widely-utilized to identify func-
tional neural signatures of memory success [81]. By
this approach, neural activity is analyzed in encod-
ing trials as a function of whether trials are later
remembered or forgotten at a subsequent memory
test. Burke and colleagues tracked broadband gamma
power to show the time-course of encoding across
brain regions previously identified using fMRI [82].
Within 1.5 s of the presentation of each stimulus
(word) that was later recalled (figure 4(a)), power
first increased in the ventral visual pathway and
MTL, and then rapidly across left-lateralized cor-
tical sites associatedwith language, namely PFC, PPC,
and temporal cortex. These spatiotemporally distinct
networks suggest feedforward sensory processes are
followed by PFC-related feedback control processes
with sub-second precision. More recently, Kucewicz
and colleagues isolated the temporal specificity of
these gamma responses to the word encoding inter-
val [83, 84]. In a study of image recognition, John-
son and colleagues found that the flow of broad-
band gamma and HFA between lateral PFC and pre-
central gyrus dictated encoding success in children
and adolescents [85], corroborating feedforward fol-
lowed by PFC-related feedback processes. This study
also demonstrates the potential of iEEG to investigate
neurodevelopment [86].

Several studies have reported that broad-
band gamma increases are observed concurrent
with decreased power in the theta band dur-
ing word encoding, with the most pronounced
negative theta subsequent memory effects (i.e.
remembered < forgotten) in frontotemporal regions
[87, 89–94]. Importantly, inverse relationships
between higher- and lower-frequency activities—that

is, low-frequency desynchronization—during encod-
ing are not limited to memory for words. In a study
of image recognition, Matsumoto and colleagues
observed that increased broadband gamma activity in
temporal cortex was accompanied by desynchronized
activity at lower frequencies during successful encod-
ing [95]. In a study of word-pair associations, Shee-
han and colleagues found that theta power in tem-
poral cortex correlated negatively with subsequent
performance across individuals [96]. These findings
provide converging evidence for cortical signatures
of information encoding, as indexed by increased
broadband gamma and HFA, and low-frequency
desynchronization.

Using both words and images, Fellner and col-
leagues recently investigated whether cortical low-
frequency desynchronization might be explained by
broadband spectral tilt—that is, a shift in the power
spectrum favoring higher over lower frequencies dur-
ing successful encoding [97] (for review see [98]).
They found both increased broadband gamma and
decreased theta power during the encoding of stim-
uli that were subsequently remembered compared to
forgotten, regardless of stimulus type. However, these
band-limited patterns were observed in different
brain regions, with visual gamma increases preceding
frontotemporal theta decreases, suggesting an explan-
ation of different oscillatory functions. Further, Vaz
and colleagues observed that cross-frequency coup-
ling between theta oscillations and HFA activity
within lateral PFC was likewise decreased during
the encoding of remembered compared to forgotten
words [99]. These findings corroborate dissociable
oscillatory correlates of memory encoding.

According to the synchronization-desynchroniza-
tion framework [72], these cortical negative theta
subsequent memory effects should be accompan-
ied by positive effects reflecting synchronized activ-
ity within the hippocampus. Indeed, positive theta
subsequent memory effects (i.e. remembered > for-
gotten) have been observed within the hippocampus,
known to be critical to episodic memory [56]. In two
studies using sEEG to measure hippocampal activity
during word list encoding (see figures 1(d), 4(a)), 2–
5 Hz ‘slow theta’ power was found to correlate pos-
itively with broadband gamma activity and predict
subsequent recall [100, 101]. Lega and colleagues fur-
ther observed that the strength of cross-frequency
coupling between these slow theta oscillations and
gamma activity increased in the hippocampus during
the encoding of recalled compared to forgotten words
[102]. As in studies of workingmemory (see figure 3),
dual observations of decreased cortical activity and
increased hippocampal activity are consistent with a
division of labor between regions. This division of
labor is observed during the encoding and binding of
multiple pieces of information regardless of the reten-
tion interval, thus linking workingmemory to encod-
ing with the spatiotemporal precision of iEEG.
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Figure 4. Episodic memory encoding and reinstatement. (a) In the word list recall paradigm, participants study lists of words at
encoding in preparation for a free recall test. The encoding and recall blocks are separated by a distraction task (simple
arithmetic) to prevent rehearsal. Inset: timeline of a single trial for a subsequently recalled word. Adapted from [87]. (b) At
encoding (left), incoming stimuli (associations) are independently processed by relevant sensory regions of the cortex and then
passed on to the hippocampus where they are bound together. At retrieval (right), a partial cue reactivates the hippocampal
associative link, which in turn reinstates cortical patterns coding for the memory representation. Adapted from [57]. (c) Theta
connectivity is increased during the encoding of words that are subsequently recalled compared to forgotten, shown in the
paradigm in (a). The bar plots (top) correspond to all possible connections between pairs of electrodes (bottom). Red,
recalled > forgotten; blue, recalled < forgotten; ∗, p < 0.01. Adapted from [88].

A requirement for information processing
between cortical and hippocampal regions is evid-
ence of information transfer between regions. One
recent study tested directly whether decreased cor-
tical activity and increased hippocampal activity were
coordinated during the encoding of episodic memor-
ies.During the encoding of associations (image-word,
sound-word), Griffiths and colleagues observed that
decreases in low-frequency (8–20 Hz) power in lat-
eral temporal cortex reliably preceded increases in
hippocampal gamma power [57]. The authors pro-
posed that information was first encoded in tem-
poral cortex and then passed to the hippocam-
pus for binding into associations (figure 4(b)), per
the synchronization-desynchronization framework
[72]. Another study showed that theta connectivity

between the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex
(within MTL), the so-called gateway to the hippo-
campus, increased immediately preceding increases
in hippocampal gamma [94], suggesting that this
proposal is likewise supported by coordination in the
theta band.

Several other studies have investigated the neural
mechanisms of inter-regional coordination during
encoding (i.e. functional connectivity). Young and
colleagues found that widespread regions, including
MTL and frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital
cortices were connected in the theta band during epis-
odic memory encoding but not in a non-episodic
control task [103]. Burke and colleagues observed
that global theta connectivity between wide-spread
regions was maximal during the first second of the
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presentation of words that were subsequently recalled
[87]. Successful word encoding was further linked
to global connectivity in the theta band concomit-
ant with decreased connectivity in the gamma band
[88] (figure 4(c)). This double dissociation revealed
theta hubs in PFC, MTL, and temporal cortex. Theta
oscillations also support short-range functional con-
nectivity between MTL sub-regions [94, 104], as well
as long-range connectivity between PFC and MTL
that is not limited to word encoding [105]. Together,
these findings show that theta oscillations coordinate
neural networks during successful encoding, implic-
ating theta mechanisms for information transfer
between brain regions in the service of memory.

Finally, Sweeney-Reed and colleagues capitalized
on a rare opportunity to record directly from the thal-
amus, a subcortical structure that plays an import-
ant role in cortico-hippocampal networks subserving
memory formation. They observed increased theta
power in the dorsomedial thalamic nuclei during
the pre-stimulus epoch prior to the presentation of
images that were subsequently remembered com-
pared to forgotten [106], implicating preparatory
membrane excitability in the thalamus. During image
presentation, they observed that theta phase align-
ment in the anterior thalamic nuclei predicted encod-
ing success [107]. Both of these effects are comparable
to those reported in the hippocampus by other groups
[108, 109]. On a network level, they found that frontal
theta oscillations modulated both frontal-thalamic
theta connectivity and narrowband thalamic gamma
(40–50Hz) activity during successful encoding [110],
consistent with control from PFC. These findings fur-
ther implicate theta mechanisms in global network
coordination underpinning successful encoding, sup-
porting both information transmission and control
processes.

3.3. Memory retrieval
The principle of encoding specificity states that
retrieval is most effective when retrieval conditions
are similar to encoding conditions at the time of
memory formation [111]. Evidence for context-
dependent encoding specificity may manifest as the
subsequent reinstatement of iEEG activity patterns
observed during encoding (i.e. remembered vs. for-
gotten). Using the same word recall paradigm shown
in figure 4(a), Kragel and colleagues found that
engagement of corememory regions, includingMTL,
temporal cortex, PFC, and PPC, predicted both
encoding and retrieval success as indexed by increased
HFA and low-frequency (3–10 Hz) desynchroniza-
tion [93]. Similar patterns of HFA suggest that suc-
cessful recall begins in the hippocampus and then
spreads to temporal cortex and PFC [112]. Fur-
ther scrutiny of correctly recalled words compared
to both false recall of new words and periods of no
recall revealed that the hippocampus was selectively

involved in recall accuracy [113]. HFA in the hippo-
campus has also been shown to predict recognition
performance across individuals [114].

Like encoding, Staresina and colleagues observed
hippocampal reinstatement of word-color associ-
ations, as reflected in both increased broadband
gamma activity and decreased alpha (8–12 Hz) activ-
ity [115]. The authors proposed that pattern com-
pletion (i.e. putting the pieces of prior experience
together) was dually supported by dissociable gamma
mechanisms for selection of target-relevant neur-
ons and alpha mechanisms for the reinstatement
of information content. Consistent with dissociable
oscillatory correlates at both encoding and retrieval,
Vaz and colleagues found that, like word encod-
ing, word retrieval was linked to decreased cross-
frequency coupling between theta oscillations and
gamma activity in temporal cortex [99].

Several studies have shown a reversal in the
direction of cortico-hippocampal connectivity pat-
terns between encoding and retrieval. In the same
study of associations shown in figure 4(b), Grif-
fiths and colleagues observed that increases in hip-
pocampal gamma power reliably preceded decreases
in low-frequency (8–20 Hz) power in temporal cor-
tex, opposite of the pattern observed at encoding [57].
Here, the authors proposed that retrieval was asso-
ciated with hippocampal pattern completion indu-
cing reinstatement of the remembered information
in temporal cortex. Further support for this proposal
comes from a study of item-context associations, in
which hippocampal delta-theta (1–8 Hz) power was
greater for retrieved associations compared to the
same items in new contexts, and preceded broad-
band (1–100 Hz) reinstatement in temporal cortex
[116]. Likewise, delta (1–3 Hz) oscillations shifted
such that visual encoding was associated with con-
nectivity fromcortical to hippocampalMTL sites, and
retrieval with connectivity from hippocampal to cor-
tical MTL sites [117].

During the retrieval of items encoded during
virtual navigation, Herweg and colleagues observed
that items were recalled according to how they were
clustered at encoding [118]. Spatial clustering was
associated with increased hippocampal theta power
preceding verbal recall, as well as hippocampal theta
modulation of HFA in MTL cortex. A recent study
further showed that hippocampal theta coordinated
memory-guided eye movements during the retrieval
of spatial locations [119]. These findings implicate
hippocampal reinstatement of spatial context, guid-
ing behavior, and suggest transfer of spatial informa-
tion from the hippocampus. Theta oscillations have
also been shown to support short-range functional
connectivity betweenMTL sub-regions at retrieval, as
in encoding [94], as well as long-range connectivity
betweenMTL and PFC and PPC [120]. OutsideMTL,
Bauch and colleagues observed increased thalamic
theta power and connectivity to nucleus accumbens
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during the successful retrieval of old images com-
pared to the correct rejection of new images [121].
These findings corroborate theta mechanisms for
global network coordination during both encoding
and retrieval (see figure 4(c)), likely reflecting inform-
ation transfer and control processes.

In everyday life, however, episodic retrieval
often requires differentiating between memories that
overlap in some way (i.e. pattern separation). Here,
reinstatement may be accompanied by neural signa-
tures of disambiguation between mnemonic repres-
entations and new, similar representations presen-
ted at retrieval. Lohnas and colleagues analyzed
multivariate patterns of broadband gamma activity
during the continuous recognition of repeated and
similar images [122]. Reinstatement was observed
in occipitotemporal cortex during both successful
recognition of repeated images and viewing of images
that were similar but not identical to those presented
previously. In contrast, the hippocampus differenti-
ated between repeated and similar images, support-
ing its role in pattern separation during encoding and
retrieval. Stevenson and colleagues found that broad-
band gamma power in the hippocampal CA1 region
(see figure 1(d)), but not other MTL sub-regions,
predicted the precision of mnemonic representa-
tions which overlapped in space [123]. Zheng and
colleagues showed that theta coordination between
the hippocampus and amygdala, involved in emo-
tional processing, predicted the accuracy of repres-
entations which overlapped in emotional content
[124]. El-Kalliny and colleagues found that patterns
of low-frequency (3–12 Hz) activity in temporal cor-
tex differentiated between memories that overlapped
in time and predicted performance, suggesting that
retrieval of specificmemories is also facilitated by pat-
tern separation in temporal cortex [125]. Together,
these findings demonstrate signatures of both pat-
tern completion and separation in the hippocampus
and temporal cortex, subserving successful episodic
memory retrieval.

Last, Axmacher and colleagues discovered that
MTL ripples are involved in memory retrieval [126].
Ripples are transient bursts of narrowband oscilla-
tions, typically measured between 80 and 140 Hz,
which reflect population-level neuronal firing and are
widely observed in animal models during memory
tasks. They found that MTL ripple rate correl-
ated with participants’ recognition of images. Two
recent studies further revealed a role for hippocam-
pal ripples in both encoding and retrieval processes.
Norman and colleagues observed that the ripple rate
was increased during the encoding of images (faces,
places) that were subsequently recalled compared to
forgotten and reinstated during the seconds imme-
diately preceding recall [1]. HFA in higher-order
ventral visual regions also coupled to hippocampal
ripples during successful retrieval, consistent with the
dissociable processing of faces and places. Vaz and

colleagues observed comparable MTL ripple rein-
statement effects during the encoding and retrieval of
word-pair associations, as well as coupling between
MTL and temporal cortex during successful retrieval
[127]. These findings show that MTL ripples sup-
port encoding and retrieval and may coordinate the
reinstatement of information processed in content-
specific cortical sites.

3.4. Conclusions
Findings from iEEG studies of working and epis-
odic memory converge on four major insights: (a)
working memory recruits MTL and not only cor-
tical structures; (b) cortical gamma/low-frequency
desynchronization supports information encoding
and reinstatement; (c) MTL theta activity and theta-
gamma cross-frequency coupling support informa-
tion maintenance and binding into episodes; and (d)
inter-regional theta connectivity provides the func-
tional infrastructure for information transfer and
control. These insights link working memory to pro-
cesses of episodic encoding and retrieval, including
but not limited to information encoding, mainten-
ance, and transfer, utilizing the precision of iEEG.

However, fundamental questions about the
neural mechanisms of mnemonic processes remain.
For instance, in seeming conflict with noninvasive
EEG [98], iEEG studies have shown that decreased
power in the theta band and other low frequen-
cies is associated with increased working memory
load [70, 71] and successful compared to unsuc-
cessful encoding [87, 89–95]. By demonstrating that
low-frequency desynchronization is not a byproduct
of increased broadband power, but a distinct pro-
cess during memory formation [97], iEEG evidence
argues against the adage ‘more is better’. Made pos-
sible with the spatiotemporal precision of iEEG, evid-
ence instead suggests a division of labor between
brain regions; cortical regions involved in informa-
tion encoding exhibit low-frequency desynchroniza-
tion while the hippocampus and othermedial regions
involved in binding information into episodes exhibit
the opposite pattern (see figure 3(b)) [72]. Indeed,
there is evidence suggesting that increased theta over
PFC in the scalp EEG topography has a medial source
[71]. Nonetheless, it is not clear what mechanism
is reflected by desynchronization, per se, illuminating
the need for future research that providesmechanistic
explanations of the neural basis of human memory.

4. Internal cognition

In line with the zeitgeist of cognitive and systems
neuroscience, iEEG studies of human cognition have
historically focused on sensorimotor functions [128,
129]. These are externally oriented processes that
recruit primary cortical areas responsible for percep-
tion and action, including auditory regularity detec-
tion [24–26] as described in section 2, visuospatial
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processes [130, 131], and motor processes [11, 132].
According to the principal gradient of large-scale net-
work organization [133], these unimodal regions fall
on one end of the spectrum. On the opposite end
of the spectrum lies the transmodal regions, which
include the defaultmode network (DMN) in humans.
The DMN is a network of regions that have tradition-
ally been shown to activate during rest and deactivate
during externally oriented cognitive tasks [134, 135].
The principal gradient provides a spatial framework
that accounts for the DMN’s role in internally ori-
ented processes. In particular, the DMN’s position in
this hierarchical organization of the cortex, far away
from the unimodal regions, allows it to process trans-
modal information, unconstrained by sensory inputs,
which explains its involvement in internal cognition.

The discovery of the DMN has fundamentally
shifted how we conceptualize the functional organ-
ization of the brain. Indeed, the observation that the
brain is active at rest led to a serendipitous outcome of
increased interest in internally oriented cognition. In
contrast to auditory perception (section 2) or certain
types of memory functions (section 3) that rely on
externally presented information, internal cognition
does not require external inputs as it involves cog-
nitive processes that are oriented internally towards
our own thoughts. This includes processes commonly
known asmindwandering, theory ofmind, and auto-
biographical memory retrieval, among others. In par-
ticular, mind wandering reflects periods of time when
attention is not focused on the external task, whereas
theory of mind involves attributing mental states
to ourselves and others. Autobiographical memory
retrieval is related to episodic memory retrieval (as
described in section 3.3) in that it refers tomemory of
past events but is distinct in that the memory involves
the self. Given that internal cognition is an inher-
ently covert process that often occurs in the absence of
external inputs, it lacks robust overt behavioral mark-
ers, necessitating objective measures that can reli-
ably and directly capture this covert phenomenon.
Neuroimagingmethods provide such objective meas-
ures that effectively characterize the neural activ-
ity and connectivity patterns associated with covert
cognitive processes. Here, we focus on studies that
employ iEEG to further delineate the neural under-
pinnings of internal cognition.

The aforementioned advantages of iEEG (i.e. high
spatiotemporal precision and signal-to-noise ratio)
apply to the study of internal cognition. In particular,
internally oriented cognitive functions are considered
to be intrinsically dynamic and fast acting, render-
ing EEG an ideal tool for capturing these transient
processes. Importantly, iEEG offers access to brain
regions (e.g. DMN) relevant to internal cognition that
are not easily accessible by scalp EEG or MEG [136].
Taken together, iEEG offers both the spatial and tem-
poral resolution ideal for understanding the struc-
tures and mechanisms underlying internal cognition.

Broadly, this section will highlight iEEG stud-
ies involving the most commonly studied types
of internal cognition: rest and autobiographical
memory retrieval. Leveraging the advantages of this
methodology, these studies used iEEG to investigate
questions about internal cognition that noninvasive
neuroimaging methods are not equipped to address.
These overarching questions include:

(a) Does the DMN play a singular role in internal
cognition, or is there spatial heterogeneity and
temporal variation in its involvement in internal
cognition?

(b) What are the electrophysiological mechanisms
within and across the involved neural networks
underlying internal cognition?

4.1. Rest
Functional neuroimaging data revealed numerous
networks that are spontaneously engaged during rest-
ing state. As these are periods of time when parti-
cipants were asked to simply do nothing, increases
in the fMRI BOLD signal during rest are thought
to reflect an intrinsic property of the brain [134].
The observation that neural networks are recruited
when participants are passively staring at a screen and
not actively performing a task piqued interest in the
notion that the brain is not idle in the absence of
an external task. These studies set the foundation for
internal cognition research in cognitive neuroscience
[137, 138]. Accordingly, before delving into actively
engaged internally oriented cognitive processes, we
review studies that use iEEG to address the following
questions about the resting state:

(a) How does the electrophysiological response
correspond with the BOLD response in net-
works recruited during resting state?

(b) What is the temporal profile of the electro-
physiological response during resting state?

(c) What are the neural mechanisms supporting
resting state?

Foundational fMRI studies revealed multiple
regions that are intrinsically connected during rest,
collectively known as the resting state networks. These
networks are comprised of regions that are ana-
tomically distinct but functionally connected, usually
indexed by temporal correlations of the BOLD sig-
nal [139], wherein their patterns of connectivity per-
sist across cognitive states [140] and are consistently
observed across individuals [141]. In line with func-
tional connectivity findings in fMRI, Kucyi and col-
leagues reported evidence of strikingly similar con-
nectivity patterns between HFA using iEEG and the
BOLD signal using fMRI in the same brains [142]
(figure 5(a)). Their analyses focused on connectiv-
ity within three resting state networks: the DMN,
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Figure 5. Internal attention. (a) Positive correlation between iEEG HFA and fMRI BOLD seed-based functional connectivity (FC)
in one patient. For iEEG HFA, electrodes are shown as circles filled with colors representing magnitude of correlation between
itself and the seed (colored in black) embedded in the DMN. For fMRI BOLD, the magnitude of correlation between the seed and
rest of the brain is shown on the pial surface. Adapted from [142]. (b) Increased HFA during rest for a representative electrode in
the DMN. Adapted from [146]. (c) Differential temporal profile of two neighboring electrodes in the DMN. The representative
electrode on the left shows increased HFA time-locked to rest onset whereas the electrode on the right shows jittered HFA
throughout the rest trial (yellow trace). Adapted from [147]. (d) Strong positive correlation in trial-by-trial HFA responses
between posterior cingulate cortex (PCC; black trace) and angular gyrus (AG; grey trace), two regions within the DMN. Adapted
from [148].

dorsal attention network (DAN), and frontopari-
etal control network (FPCN). Relationships between
low-frequency activity and the BOLD signal are less
consistent, with studies showing positive correla-
tions within networks [142] but negative correla-
tions in different brain regions [143]. In examin-
ing connectivity between resting state networks, a
recent study found a modest negative correlation in
HFA between the DMN and DAN [144], supporting
early neuroimaging findings of antagonistic activity
between these networks [145]. Together, these within
and across network findings provide a neurophysiolo-
gical basis for the connectivity patterns observed in
the fMRI BOLD signal.

Given the unique role of theDMN in internal cog-
nition, several studies specifically examined the spa-
tial and temporal profiles of neural responses in the
DMN during rest. In particular, electrodes implanted
in core regions of the DMN, including medial pre-
frontal cortex and posterior cingulate cortex/pre-
cuneus, showed increasedHFAduring sustained peri-
ods of rest [149]. Dastjerdi and colleagues reported
similar findings in posterior medial cortex [146], a
core hub of the DMN that is structurally and func-
tionally connected to other parts of the DMN [150].
They found increased broadband gamma and HFA
in posterior medial cortex during rest regardless of
its duration (i.e. 5 s and 3 min) and condition (eyes
open and closed). In the 5 s condition, HFA peaked

approximately 400 ms post onset of rest and was sus-
tained throughout the trial (figure 5(b)). Further-
more, electrodes that showed shorter onset latency
transitioning into rest periods also showed greater
HFA.

Extending these findings, Daitch and Parvizi
reported that dorsal relative to ventral posterior
medial cortex was more likely to show greater HFA
during rest with eyes open [147]. Given that the
spatial resolution of iEEG can reach inter-electrode
distances of 3–4 mm, this method enables the
examination of neural patterns from sites in pos-
terior medial cortex at large and within its sub-
areas. To that end, this study also found variable
temporal patterns across these neighboring elec-
trode sites (figure 5(c)). Specifically, some elec-
trodes showed a transient increase following the onset
of cued rest which quickly returned to baseline.
The authors interpreted this pattern as sensitivity
to the transition into rest. In contrast, other elec-
trodes showed bursts of activity throughout the trial,
thought to reflect the dynamic nature of ongo-
ing thoughts during rest. Collectively, these studies
revealed the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of the
DMN.

Using a similar experimental paradigm, Foster
and colleagues observed that the magnitude of HFA
was modulated by the phase of theta within the
same electrodes in posterior medial cortex [151]. As
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previously mentioned, cross-frequency coupling has
been proposed to facilitate communication across

temporal scales [76], and play a functional role in
the integration of spatiotemporal dynamics within
large-scale brain networks [152]. Importantly, they
found a peak in theta oscillations in posterior medial
cortex, which stands in contrast to the alpha peak

in the neighboring occipital cortices. This differ-
ence in oscillatory frequency between adjacent cor-
tical regions underscores the value of using iEEG
to capture specialization across structurally adjacent
but functionally distinct regions. These findings sug-
gest that theta oscillations may be a spectral signa-
ture of posterior medial cortex within the DMN dur-
ing rest, coordinating local activity at different time
scales.

In summary, these studies: (a) established the
neurophysiological basis for the connectivity patterns
observed in the BOLD fMRI signal during resting
state; (b) provided evidence for variable temporal pat-

terns that map onto spatial heterogeneity within the
DMNat rest; and (c) identified cross-frequency coup-
ling as one electrophysiological mechanism within
the DMN that underlies the resting state. Given that
the core hubs of theDMNconsist ofmedial prefrontal
and parietal cortices, iEEG offers unique access to
these medial structures, with the temporal precision
necessary to identify neural mechanisms and pre-
ferred frequencies.

Rest is commonly characterized by periods of

time when participants are lying in the scanner and
instructed to think about whatever comes to mind.
Although this operationalization of rest has revealed
the intrinsic networks that emerge in a task-free
environment, it does not inform the experimenter
about a participant’s focus of attention or the content
of their ongoing thoughts. Notably, the absence of a
task means no constraints are placed on what goes

on in participants’ minds. Whether resting state is
recorded with eyes open (in which participants pass-
ively view a blank screen) or eyes closed, attention is
presumed to be internally focused. However, experi-
mental constraints are not usually in place to ensure
that the observed neural activity recorded during rest
is necessarily capturing internal cognition. This lack

of insight into a participant’s attentional focus and
ongoing thoughts during rest not only characterizes
the studies summarized here, but also the majority of
resting state studies. To better understand the func-
tional role of neurophysiological activity observed

during resting state, future studies are encouraged to
consider obtaining measures that characterize ongo-
ing cognitive processes during the resting state. In the
next section, we review iEEG findings in experimental
contexts in which the internal cognitive states were
task-induced and experimentally controlled to bet-
ter understand the neural underpinnings of internal
cognition.

4.2. Internally oriented cognitive processes
Internal cognition refers to cognitive processes that
are focused on the innermilieu of an individual.With
the aim to characterize the types of internally oriented
thoughts, studies have revealed that the majority of
our time spent in internal cognition is focused on the
past or future [153]. Recent developments have begun
to explore how internally oriented thoughts dynamic-
ally unfold over time [154] and contrast thoughts that
arise with or without intention [155]. Notably, stud-
ies employing iEEG to examine signatures of internal
cognition have primarily focused on autobiograph-
ical memory retrieval. Accordingly, this subsection
reviews iEEG studies in a task-based context with
emphasis on the neural regions and electrophysiolo-
gical mechanisms within and across these regions
underlying internal cognition as it pertains to auto-
biographical memory retrieval. These studies address
two main questions:

(a) What does the spatial heterogeneity within the
DMN inform us about the functional specializ-
ation of this network during internal cognition?

(b) Are there dissociable electrophysiological pat-
terns underlying the intra- and inter-network
connections with the DMN?

Consistent with noninvasive neuroimaging liter-
ature, converging evidence from iEEG studies implic-
ates the DMN, and posterior medial cortex in partic-
ular, in internal cognition. Several studies have con-
verged on the functional specificity of this region.
In one study, electrodes in posterior medial cor-
tex showed increased HFA during autobiographical
memory retrieval compared to math processing, an
externally oriented process [156]. Remarkably, the
extent of increased activity during autobiograph-
ical memory retrieval predicted the magnitude of
decreased activity during math processing. This find-
ing indicates that posterior medial cortex is specific-
ally engaged during an internally oriented process
and suppressed during an externally oriented pro-
cess, revealing its functional specificity. Similar to
the onset of activity during rest, HFA also onsets
at around 400 ms during autobiographical memory
task trials [150]. The functional specificity of pos-
terior medial cortex electrodes was substantiated by
a recent study that compared two types of internally
oriented processes [147]. Although some overlapping
electrode sites were recruited during both autobio-
graphical memory retrieval and rest, most sites were
distinctively active during one condition and not the
other. Together, these findings suggest that posterior
medial cortex is broadly recruited for internal cogni-
tion, and subareas within it are differentially involved
in different types of internal cognition, highlight-
ing the detailed functional specialization of posterior
medial cortex and the exquisite spatial resolution of
iEEG.
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Such functional specificity corresponds to the
spatial heterogeneity of posterior medial cortex. In
terms of broad spatial characterization, a distinction
has been made between the dorsal and ventral parts
of posterior medial cortex. Specifically, Dastjerdi and
colleagues reported the initial observation of two elec-
trode sites in the ventral part of posterior medial cor-
tex that specifically showed increased HFA during
autobiographical memory retrieval [146]. This was
corroborated by subsequent observation with a lar-
ger sample of electrodes and patients [147]. The same
study reported that the dorsal part of posteriormedial
cortex was active during cued rest, supporting the
notion that rest is not necessarily analogous to other
internal cognitive processes. Another study reported
involvement of both ventral and dorsal parts of pos-
terior medial cortex during such as autobiograph-
ical memory retrieval; however, a distinct temporal
profile was observed [156]. Specifically, the ventral
sites exhibited earlier HFA onsets and more sustained
activity than dorsal sites, whereas dorsal sites exhib-
ited the opposite pattern. These findings exemplify
the value of iEEG in revealing functionally distinct
temporal profiles amongst neighboring electrode sites
that are only millimeters apart within the same ana-
tomical boundary.

In addition to posteriormedial cortex, other areas
within the DMN have been implicated in internal
cognition, including retrosplenial cortex and angu-
lar gyrus [148]. HFA in these three DMN regions
was highly correlated at the single-trial level across
all task conditions and onset simultaneously (figure
5(d)), suggesting that these areas operate in paral-
lel in support of autobiographical memory retrieval.
Although neuroimaging studies have identified these
areas as different hubs of the DMN [150], these find-
ings illustrate that they do work together within mil-
lisecond resolution during autobiographical memory
retrieval. Notably, these patterns were observed only
within these areas andwere specific toHFA responses.
In examining whether similar patterns might also be
observed in other states, the authors found that the
connectivity between these three areas, as indexed by
slow (<1Hz) fluctuations ofHFA, were observed dur-
ing task conditions and reinstated during rest and
sleep. These recurring connectivity patterns under-
score the importance of understanding intrinsic pat-
terns of electrophysiological activity, and the insights
they provide into the functional coordination of
large-scale brain networks.

Beyond within-network communication, our
group recently examined the interaction between
the DMN and FPCN in support of internal atten-
tion [157]. Although the FPCN is strikingly distinct
from the DMN, its subsystem A in particular has
been implicated in internal cognition [158–160].
In examining the interactions between electrodes
within these two networks, we found increased theta-
band connectivity during internal compared to the

external attention condition, during which parti-
cipants were instructed to attend to the internal
or external environment. Consistent with studies
suggesting the selectivity of theta oscillations dur-
ing internal attention processes [161], particularly
within the DMN and FPCN [151, 162], this pattern
was not observed in other low frequency bands. Fur-
ther, the inter-network theta connectivity measure
predicted attention ratings for the internal atten-
tion condition, highlighting its functional role in
facilitating internally oriented cognitive processes.
These findings provide electrophysiological evid-
ence for enhanced functional coupling in the theta
band between these two networks during internal
attention.

In summary, iEEG studies with a focus on
task-induced activity have revealed spatial and tem-
poral heterogeneity in electrophysiological responses
within the DMN, and the posterior medial cortex
in particular, highlighting the functional specializa-
tion of the DMN. These studies also uncovered dis-
sociable preferred frequency ranges for intra- and
inter-network connectivity during internal cogni-
tion: coordination within the DMN nodes occurs in
the high-frequency range observed at the single-trial
level, whereas connections between large-scale brain
networks is observed at the lower-frequency theta
range. These insights are not readily obtained from
noninvasive neuroimaging methods. Rather, the spa-
tiotemporal precision of iEEG afforded these stud-
ies the capability to reveal variable temporal patterns
in electrodes that are millimeters apart, and distinct
frequencies and forms of inter-regional coordination
within and between large-scale brain networks sub-
serving internal cognition.

These studies are not without limitations. For
example, while sparse sampling of neural activity
is a general limitation of iEEG, high-level cognitive
functions such as internal cognition that recruit a
widespread network of regions are impacted by the
restricted access to subsets of brain regions. Future
studies may consider using a model-based approach
to infer whole brain activity based on the restricted
set of sampled electrodes in iEEG [163].

4.3. Conclusions
In this section, we synthesized studies using iEEG
that revealed the neural underpinnings of internal
cognition, including resting state, autobiographical
memory retrieval, and internal attention. Collect-
ively, these studies provided several insights into the
neural structure andmechanisms underlying internal
cognitive processes.

First, the DMN is consistently engaged during
internal cognition, with evidence suggesting that vari-
ous parts of the network operate in parallel in support
of internally oriented cognitive processes. A series of
studies using the same paradigm and similar analyt-
ical techniques also provided converging evidence for
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the anatomical selectivity of the DMN. In particu-
lar, the ventral part of posterior medial cortex plays a
prominent role in autobiographical memory retrieval
whereas the dorsal part is more engaged during rest.
Second, electrodes in the DMN exhibit functionally
distinct temporal profiles. Communication within
and across networks appears to operate at both slow
and fast timescales. Whereas most studies implicated
HFA within networks, which spontaneously fluctu-
ates at a slow scale of below 1 Hz, evidence also sup-
ports the role of theta within the DMN as well as its
interaction with the FPCN. Finally, the various types
of internal cognition recruit several sub-regions of
the DMN and rely on different electrophysiological
mechanisms, underscoring the functional specificity
of the DMN. Taken together, leveraging the spatial
and temporal precision of iEEG enabled these stud-
ies to reveal the electrophysiology subserving differ-
ent forms of internal cognition.

5. Causality and cognition

In the previous sections, we reviewed neural signa-
tures of auditory perception, working and episodic
memory, and internal cognition, examined through
the precise lens of iEEG. These insights bring us closer
to understanding not just where and when such fun-
damental cognitive processes are implemented in the
human brain, but how—a primary goal of cognit-
ive neuroscience. Understanding the precise func-
tional neurophysiology of human cognition is also
prerequisite to successful intervention following loss
of function from common insults such as traumatic
brain injury or stroke. To this end, research aims to
progress beyond the study of neural correlates toward
uncovering causalmechanismswhich give rise to cog-
nition. In this section, we highlight insights from
iEEG that permit inference of causality. We focus spe-
cifically on invasive electrical stimulation as a tool
to infer causality through the temporary manipu-
lation of spatially precise brain structures and spa-
tiotemporally precise neural functions. Overarching
questions in studies using intracranial electrical stim-
ulation (iES) to engineer neurocognitive functions
include:

(a) Which brain structures are causally involved in
specific cognitive functions?

(b) Which frequencies are causally involved in spe-
cific cognitive functions?

(c) Why are some cognitive behaviors disrupted
and others facilitated by iES?

5.1. Causality of structure
Just as iEEG electrodes can record electrical activ-
ity from the underlying neural tissue, they can also
be used to deliver spatiotemporally precise electric
pulses to the same tissue (i.e. iES; figure 6(a)). Clini-
cians typically utilize intracranial, extra-operative

stimulation at a fixed gamma frequency (50 or 60 Hz,
2–10 mA current, 200–300 µs pulse width) to per-
form functional mapping that transiently disrupts
primary language and motor sites. This practice was
pioneered by Penfield and colleagues in the 1930s
[164]. By temporarily perturbing function via iES of
paired electrodes and tracking changes in behavioral
outputs, clinicians define the spatial extent of regions
critical to language and motor functions and spare
these regions from surgical resection. By ‘turning off ’
a stimulated region and disrupting a specific beha-
vior, these mapping data link brain structure with
millimeter precision directly to behavioral outcomes
and are thus appropriate to infer causality. iES can
also be used to induce perceptual phenomena and
probe network connectivity, making the iES mapping
approach appropriate to address causality in research
as well.

In a series of disruptive iES studies, Parvizi and
colleagues demonstrated that stimulation of the fusi-
form face area, but not sites outside this area, disrup-
ted patients’ ability to recognize faces, linking this area
directly to face perception [166, 167]. Likewise, stim-
ulation of the parahippocampal place area was found
to induce hallucinations of places [168]. By show-
ing that perturbation of these higher-order visual
regions elicits region-specific changes in behavioral
outputs, these studies confirm their causal role in spe-
cific higher-order visual functions. However, whereas
a shift in behavior in either direction evidences a
causal link between structure and behavior, it remains
an open question why iES sometimes elicits and
other times disrupts behavior. Perhaps, consistent
with clinical mapping, a specific cognitive behavior is
elicited by ‘turning off ’ a region causally involved in
inhibiting that behavior. Alternatively, it is likely that
more nuanced structure-function-behavior relation-
ships exist [169]. We outline studies aiming to disen-
tangle these relationships.

In a 1998 study, Fried and colleagues stimu-
lated electrodes distributed across left frontal cor-
tex of a 16-year-old patient and found that stimula-
tion within a 2 × 2 cm region in the anterior sup-
plementary motor area consistently elicited laughter
[170]. Furthermore, the duration and intensity of
laughter increased with stimulation intensity whereas
other movements ceased, and speech arrest without
laughter was induced by stimulation of adjacent elec-
trodes outside this small region. Results indicated
that speech and laughter are closely represented, yet
distinct, in the supplementary motor area. More
recently, another group showed that stimulation of
the frontal operculum, which connects the voluntary
motor system and limbic emotional network, induced
smiling or laughter in all four patients tested [171].
These results may tap into a broader network which
governs, among other things, laughter. Indeed, stim-
ulation of the frontal operculum has been shown to
elicit variable behaviors, including language-related
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Figure 6. Electrical stimulation. Adapted from [165]. (a) Representative patient receiving iES to MTL. (b) Single-trial
theta-filtered signals at the site stimulated in (). Here, MTL was stimulated at the theta frequency. Note the increase in activity
from pre- to post-stimulation. (c) Theta power at the stimulated site increases with theta stimulation.

and somatosensory effects, and widespread evoked
potentials in specific non-stimulated cortical sites
[172]. These findings further reveal the connectiv-
ity patterns within operculum networks that underlie
various behaviors.

Relevant to memory (section 3), Aminoff and
colleagues observed that stimulation of ventromedial
temporal cortex, part of the ventral visual stream
involved in object perception, elicited memory-
related, visual hallucinations of objects that had
been previously associated [173]. Indeed, stud-
ies of Penfield in the 1960s reported that intra-
cranial stimulation of temporal cortex activated
visual and auditory memory representations of
past experiences [174], replicated in [175]. More
recently, Kucewicz and colleagues reported that
stimulation of temporal cortex enhanced verbal
recall (see figure 4(a)) [176, 177]. These studies
confirm causal links between temporal cortex and
mnemonic representations.

Relevant to internal cognition (section 4), Fox
and colleagues found that stimulation of the tem-
poropolar cortex impacted participants’ ability to ini-
tiate self-generated thoughts [178]. This region is
densely connected to orbitofrontal cortex and MTL
and may be involved in integrating affect and per-
ception. Indeed, stimulation of orbitofrontal cortex
has been shown to reliably change the subjective
experience of affective and somatosensory phenom-
ena, such as eliciting experiences of sadness, anger,
and aversive smells and tastes, linking affect and per-
ception [179]. iES has also revealed a causal role
for MTL, critical to episodic memory [56], in self-
generated thoughts and thus links mnemonic pro-
cesses to internally oriented processes (reviewed in
[180]). However, stimulation of posterior medial cor-
tex, a core hub of the DMN involved in autobio-
graphical memory, was found not to impact auto-
biographical recall [181]. Although posterior medial
cortex is consistently recruited during autobiograph-
ical memory, iES data suggest that this region alone

may not be necessary in facilitating autobiographical
memory processes known to rely on distributed brain
regions.

Several other studies have suggested causal asso-
ciations between different brain regions and differ-
ent cognitive phenomena. In a case study, stimula-
tion of anterior cingulate cortex elicited the expect-
ation of an imminent challenge together with the
‘will to persevere’ and overcome it [182]. Resting-
state connectivity analysis further revealed that
the stimulation site was connected to a network
involving fronto-insular and frontopolar regions
that together may give rise to such feelings of dis-
tress and perseverance. iES data have also provided
causal links between the temporo-parietal junction
and out-of-body experiences [183], medial pari-
etal sites and vertigo [184], and PFC and intrusive
thoughts [185].

Finally, studies of cognitive phenomena may
apply clinical mapping data to research without
additional electrical stimulation. Clinical mapping is
standard practice prior to surgical resection and the
data are thus available for other analyses. Instead
of temporarily manipulating the brain during per-
formance of cognitive tasks, researchers may con-
sider how distributed sites of known language or
motor function are involved in task-related pro-
cesses. For instance, iES data are directly applic-
able to auditory perception (section 2) through
mapping of audio-visual comprehension [186] or
language-related regions, which parallel findings
from iEEG recordings [187]. Further, Ofen and col-
leagues recently suggested that mapping data be
used in the burgeoning field of pediatric intra-
cranial research to disentangle the involvement of
language and motor sites in the development of
memory [86]. That is, complex cognitive phenom-
ena such as memory recruit multiple neural sys-
tems, some central and others that may be peri-
pherally involved (e.g. language to memorize words,
motor function to make responses). Mapping data
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may thus be applied broadly in intracranial research
that seeks to understand the neural basis of human
cognition.

5.2. Causality of function
To infer the causality of function, researchers extra-
operatively stimulate paired electrodes at frequencies
associated with specific brain regions and functions.
Similar to the noninvasive technique of transcranial
alternating current stimulation, this procedure mod-
ulates neural activity by entraining oscillations to the
stimulated frequency [188]. By tracking changes in
neural measures and behavioral outputs with the spa-
tiotemporal resolution and single-trial precision of
iEEG (figure 6), these data link brain function at high-
resolution directly to behavior and thus are appropri-
ate to infer causality. Like iES studies of the causality
of structure, frequency-specific stimulation can facil-
itate or disrupt specific cognitive behaviors. How-
ever, instead of employing a unidirectional procedure
purported to ‘turn off ’ the stimulated region, these
studies can impact neural function in both direc-
tions (e.g. by increasing activity at the stimulated fre-
quency, which correlates positively or negatively with
behavioral outcomes). In this way, the direction of
effects lends further insight into how spatiotempor-
ally precise neural activity governs cognitive perform-
ance. Outcomes have implications for both basic sci-
ence and intervention.

Many of the studies published in the last several
years have targeted functions associatedwithmemory
in effort to improve performance. In a study of work-
ing memory (section 3.1), Alagapan and colleagues
stimulated the superior part of lateral PFC at indi-
viduals’ peak task-evoked low-frequency (4–12 Hz,
2 mA), inter-leaved with sham (i.e. control) trials
[189]. Stimulation increased cross-frequency coup-
ling on higher-load trials at stimulated sites (see figure
3(c)) and reduced behavioral response times, demon-
strating a causal oscillatory PFC mechanism sup-
porting working memory. Based on observations of
low-frequency oscillatory connectivity in the fronto-
parietal network, the same group stimulated lateral
PFC and PPC electrodes at individuals’ peak interac-
tion frequency (4–12 Hz) to manipulate connectiv-
ity during working memory. They found that in-
phase stimulation increased functional connectivity
between stimulated sites and increased task accur-
acy, whereas anti-phase stimulation increased the lag
time between regions and decreased accuracy [190].
Together, these finding reveal an oscillatory mechan-
ism governing causal contributions of PFC and fron-
toparietal networks to working memory.

The outcomes are highly variable in the more-
common studies of episodic memory (reviewed
in [191–193]). Whereas direct iES of the hippo-
campus has been shown to disrupt memory per-
formance [194, 195], frequency-tuned stimulation
of regions with connections to the hippocampus

has been shown to improve performance. Indeed,
Solomon and colleagues observed that the strength
of short-range theta connectivity between MTL sub-
regions predicted theta stimulation-induced theta
power [165]. Assuming episodic memory relies on
theta synchrony within MTL networks (see figure
4(c)), then stimulation which increases MTL theta
synchrony should improve performance. Accord-
ingly, these studies provide converging evidence that
frequency-specific hippocampal connections under-
lie distinct mnemonic processes.

During memory encoding (section 3.2), Jun
and colleagues found that iES of the hippocam-
pus induced theta power and improved subsequent
retrieval of associations, but not items [196, 197],
illuminating the need to target function in a task-
appropriate manner. Fried, Suthana, and colleagues
found that stimulation of the adjacent entorhinal cor-
tex (1–2mA) reset hippocampal theta oscillations and
improved retrieval of both locations and items [198,
199]. In contrast, low-amplitude (0.1 mA) stimula-
tion increased hippocampal ERPs but had no effect
on behavior [200]. By stimulating the fornix, a white
matter structure connecting the hippocampus and
subcortical regions, in the theta band prior to encod-
ing, Koubeissi and colleagues observed increased hip-
pocampal and posterior cingulate evoked responses
and improved subsequent verbal recall [201]. Like-
wise, iES disruption (100 Hz) of posterior cingulate
during encoding was found to de-couple theta (2–
10 Hz) and broadband gamma activities in the hip-
pocampus and impair subsequent verbal recall [202].
These findings demonstrate that the location, fre-
quency, amplitude, and task-guided nature of stim-
ulation are paramount, and that synchronous theta
oscillations within MTL and in MTL-connected net-
works play a causal role in memory encoding.

Finally, by applying iES during retrieval (section
3.3), one study suggested that network connectivity
more broadly governs the critical contribution of
MTL and MTL-connected networks to episodic
memory. Fell and colleagues stimulated MTL at both
encoding and retrieval in the gamma band (40 Hz),
which induced gamma connectivity between the hip-
pocampus and rhinal cortex and improved verbal
recall [203]. In a study of network connectivity,
Kim and colleagues found that decoupling two key
memory regions (PFC, PPC, MTL, and/or temporal
cortex) via anti-phase stimulation between sites in
the theta band selectively impaired spatial memory
retrieval [204]. Although more research is needed,
these findings suggest that synchronized theta and
gamma activities in key memory regions and net-
works are causally involved in episodicmemory func-
tion and may be modulated to enhance performance.

5.3. Conclusions
Since the pioneering work of Penfield, clinicians
and researchers have employed iES as a tool to test
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the causality of precise brain regions in cognitive
functions. Outcomes are diverse, linking phenom-
ena ranging from laughter to memory to out-of-
body experiences directly to different neural regions
and networks with millimeter precision. Recently,
researchers have used a comparable technique, but
employed band-limited stimulation at frequencies
associated with specific functions, to test the causal-
ity of spatiotemporally precise neural activity in cog-
nitive functions. Insights from this approach illumin-
ate the causal role of theta oscillations in coordinat-
ing key memory regions during working and epis-
odic memory, informing basic science and transla-
tional applications aimed at intervention. Although
some studies exist which have applied these insights to
design brain-machine interface and closed-loop sys-
tems to restore or enhance function [205–207], this
work is in its infancy.

Like research using iEEG to understand how dif-
ferent cognitive functions are implemented by the
human brain, additional iES research is needed to
better understand nuances in causal relationships
between specific brain structures and functions and
cognitive behaviors. Indeed, a recent large-scale study
demonstrated that iES mapping elicits effects based
on intrinsic functional-anatomical architecture, with
more diverse effects (e.g. facilitation, disruption)
observed in networks higher in the cortical hierarchy
[169]. Beyond establishing causal links, future iES
studies may aim to lend insight into the mechanistic
differences reflected by facilitation versus disruption
of specific behaviors. Thus, future research should
further delineate whether and how different neural
mechanisms are causally involved in specific neuro-
cognitive functions.

6. Discussion

By measuring spatiotemporally precise neural activ-
ity with single-trial precision, iEEG tracks neurocog-
nitive processes with high resolution as they unfold in
real time. Research using iEEG to study human cogni-
tion thus yields insights to the field of cognitive neur-
oscience that extend beyond what can be known from
noninvasive approaches. In this review, we delineated
insights into auditory perception and prediction (sec-
tion 2), working and episodic memory (section 3),
and internally oriented cognition (section 4) from
studies using ECoG and sEEG in humans. We show-
cased these fields as examples but note that the unique
contributions of iEEG to advancing our understand-
ing of human cognition are directly applicable to
numerous other fields. By demonstrating not just
where and when, but how, cognitive processes are
implemented in the human brain, these data inform
unique mechanistic explanations of the neural basis
of cognition. We closed by highlighting the use of iES
as a tool to infer the causality of spatially precise brain
regions and spatiotemporally precise neural activity

in specific cognitive functions (section 5). By engin-
eering the brain and observing changes in iEEGmeas-
ures and behavioral outputs, iES data address the fun-
damental issue of causality. Intracranial approaches
will further inform questions central to basic science
and carry immense translational potential to inform
successful intervention.

6.1. Limitations
Here, despite the mechanistic insights obtained from
intracranial research, we outline several limitations
of iEEG as a technique to understand human cogni-
tion. First, although iEEG recordings have high spa-
tial precision, they have limited spatial coverage. Elec-
trode placement is driven solely by clinical needs
to sample brain regions which are common sources
of epilepsy. Accordingly, some areas may be over-
sampled and other areas under-sampled. Studies of
functional connectivity may be particularly affected
by this caveat, as often not all regions of interest are
available within the same patient cohort. A recent
study addressed this issue. Based on the assump-
tion that individuals’ brains exhibit similar correl-
ational structure, Owen and colleagues developed a
model-based approach to infer neural activity at non-
sampled sites [163]. Intriguingly, whereas reconstruc-
tion of full-brain neural activity was found to be reli-
able at all frequencies, it was most robust in the theta
band—which, as we describe in this review, is critic-
ally involved in numerous cognitive processes.

Second, iEEG studies are always performed
in brains of epileptic patients. Typically, patients
included in iEEG studies suffer from focal epilepsy,
and epileptogenic sites are normally excluded from
analyses. Data reported in iEEG studies of cogni-
tion are thought to reflect healthy tissue and neural
responses. Rossini and colleagues provided strong
evidence for this critical point by showing that epi-
leptic seizures do not contribute to focal brain injury
outside epileptic regions [4]. Nevertheless, imaging
studies have reported graymatter damage in the auto-
nomic control network of some of these patients
[208]. Intracranial researchers must therefore metic-
ulously control for activity related to pathology, for
instance, by removing any abnormal data or compar-
ing iEEG data to independent samples of non-clinical
participants using noninvasive methods.

6.2. Future directions and open questions
Despite a plethora of studies investigating the neural
origins of macroscopic signals as assessed via iEEG
(i.e. ERPs and HFA), the exact nature of these sig-
nals remains elusive. For instance, HFA is thought
to represent a highly spatiotemporally precise sig-
nal, reflective of neuronal firing and BOLD response
modulations [6–13]. However, recent invasive evid-
ence from monkeys suggests that the neural origins
of HFA are more nuanced; HFA originates mainly
from deep cortical layers and includes not only action
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potentials, but also dendritic processes [209]. Accord-
ingly, the spatial extent and laminar origin of HFA
responses should be the subject of future investig-
ations. We further note that HFA is a broadband
response, typically measured between 70 and 300 Hz,
that reflects neuronal activity as opposed to narrow-
band oscillations. Studies vary widely in which HFA
range is chosen for analysis, however, whether differ-
ent sub-bands serve different functional roles remains
unknown.

Finally, there are burgeoning approaches which
further increase spatiotemporal precision compared
to iEEG. For instance, a few international research
groups have developed techniques to record single
neurons by attachingmicro-wires to the ends of sEEG
probes (i.e. microelectrodes) to track both neurons
and local field potentials from the terminal end of
the depth probes [3, 191, 198, 199, 210, 211]. As the
use of intracranial techniques to study human cog-
nition continues to increase, future research may use
these data to address questions regarding the pre-
cise relationship between HFA and human neuronal
responses, among other things.

6.3. Neuroengineering implications
In addition to advancing basic science, there are
important practical implications of understanding
how cognitive processes are implemented in the
human brain. For instance, insights from iES stud-
ies probing the causal mechanisms of memory have
been applied to design brain-machine interface and
closed-loop systems to enhance memory function
[204–206]. However, mixed outcomes illuminate the
need to gain deeper understanding of nuanced rela-
tionships between specific brain structures and func-
tions and cognitive behaviors to develop reliable sys-
tems. Thus, a major neuroengineering implication
of iEEG and iES studies is the design of neuropros-
thetic devices to restore and enhance cognitive func-
tion. Considering the perception of external stimuli,
predictive cues are embedded in our daily lives, such
as when listening to music [212] or speech [213], and
therefore facilitate perception of the environment.
Understanding how the human brain uses these cues
to process sensory informationmay inform the design
of neuroprosthetic devices that facilitate perception of
streams of sensory information, among other things.

Moreover, detection of sensory rules is disrup-
ted in patients with disorders of consciousness [22]
and in a host of psychiatric disorders, such as schizo-
phrenia [214]. A detailed characterization of the
neural network underlying regularity detection can
thus help in the design of diagnostic tests for assess-
ing residual levels of consciousness [22] and psychi-
atric disorders [214]. Therefore, another major neur-
oengineering implication of iEEG and iES studies is
the design of diagnostic tests for patients with dif-
ferent disorders, including but not limited to those
affecting consciousness, memory, and self-referential

thought. Considering internally oriented thinking in
the absence of external cues, understanding of the
neural signatures underlying various types of internal
cognition could help facilitate decoding of ongoing
thoughts. Reliably achieving this feat could provide
communication ability to patients with language and
speech disabilities, or even those with locked-in syn-
drome.

In conclusion, iEEG and iES have provided
unique insights into fundamental cognitive processes
in humans and promises to inform future research
that seeks to understand, restore, and enhance human
cognition.
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